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-------- Doorgestuurd bericht -------Onderwerp:Martti ahtisaari guilty of genocideFwd: Nobelfoundation guilty genocide
due to EU-prize + achored Worldwar3
Datum:Fri, 12 Oct 2012 15:37:20 +0200
Van:desireestokkel <d.e.stokkel@ziggo.nl>
Aan:martti.ahtisaari@cmi.fi

Martti Ahtisaari,
Your pressrealeas about the EU-nobelpeaceprize proves that you are guilty of
genoicde.
You misuse my ICC-lawcase against NL to torture & kill me...and to sacrifice the lives
of other
civilans, in Sudan for example.
You support the warcrimes comitted by ICC-employees.

Desiree Stokkel

-------- Origineel bericht -------Onderwerp:Nobelfoundation guilty genocide due to EU-prize + achored Worldwar3
Datum:Fri, 12 Oct 2012 12:53:08 +0200
Van:desireestokkel <d.e.stokkel@ziggo.nl>
Aan:post@nobelpeacecenter.org, broadcast@nobelmedia.se,
nobelforum@nobel.se, chairman@gurdon.cam.ac.uk,
press@gladstone.ucsf.edu, directiongeneraledesservices@upmc.fr,
inquiries@nist.gov, lefko001@receptor-biol.duke.edu,
quivetta@receptor-biol.duke.edu, kobilka@stanford.edu

Nobelpeacecentre, Nobelprizewinners 2012,

Go to my Youtube-page for videos about the fact / evidence that
the Nobelfoundation & Peacecentre
& former Peaceprizewinners are now officially guilty of genocide.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wMadTchevtA&feature=plcp

The Nobelfoundation has just proven to be guilty of Genocide.
Based on legally valid evidence.
The Nobelfoundation + Nobelpeacecentre + TheElders work together with the
InternationalCriminalCourt in a friendship relationship.
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Based on the evidence I sent to the Nobelfoundation the Nobelpeaceprize 2012may
NOT be given to the EU.
ICC has proven to me in a letter of 22aug2012 that ICC refuses to work with the
Statute of Rome, UN-charter & HR-treaties when they investigate on files.

I have evidence on my site that proves that the EU wants ICC to be a Lobby- &
Assasinationcentre.

I have asked the nobelfoundation to help me stop war.
Their is NO other court I can turn to.
EU & UN want ICC to build war.
The Nobelfoundation has proven today that they want ICC to stay a Lobby- &
Assasinationcentre.
They refuses to implement & conduct the Torture-treaty themselves...and refuse to
make ICC operate like a fair Court with transparent procedures for Indiviudals,
Groups & Nations.
The Nobelfoundation does NOT want individuals - who fight for their Human Rights
in courtroom - to win from the Elite politicians who build war.
All the former Nobelleaceprizewinners are now official warcriminals too.
Because they support the Nobelfoundation, who refuses to implement & conduct
Human righttreaties in their friendships.
And they support the crimes against humanity of EU,UN & ICC.

http://www.desireestokkel.nl
http://www.nobelprize.org/
http://www.nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/peace/nomination/#nominators

Desiree

http://www.youtube.com/channel/UCbRO9u-TupdS0MQuHJ7nYQQ
/videos

desiree
www.desireestokkel.nl
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when you don't want to receive my emails inform me on
d.e.stokkel@ziggo.nl
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